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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION (AMENDED).

"A Toggle Suspending Catch."

1. MURRAY HENSCHEL STAY, of 118 Cannon Street, in the City of London, Mechanical Engineer, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to be performed to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement:

My invention relates to a cheap and simple suspending catch which becomes automatically fixed by toggle action between two beams, joists or rafters, as I shall describe referring to the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a front view and Fig. 2 is a plan of a suspending catch according to my invention. Fig. 3 is a plan and Fig. 4 a transverse section of a modified form of the catch.

It consists of two castings each terminating in a serrated segment a having teeth such as can be pressed into the side of a wooden beam, joist or rafter, and take a firm hold in the wood. Instead of being merely parallel saw teeth, they may be also cut crosswise or diagonally like the teeth of a coarse file. As shown in Figs 1 and 2, the one casting has its other end formed as a cylindrical pin b which fits into a cylindrical gab c of the other casting, there being sufficient freedom in the mouth of the gab to allow of the two castings moving to positions in which they are relatively inclined to each other at various angles like two links of a toggle. The casting which has the gab c has under it an eye d to receive a rope or hook by which a load can be suspended.

As shown in Figs 3 and 4, the two castings are alike each made with an arm eched along its upper side. When they are placed side by side, a ring f is engaged in their coincident notches, and the load is suspended from this ring.

The two castings being jointed together or engaged together by the ring are placed where desired between a pair of wooden beams, joists or rafters, and their arms being strained down by hand sufficiently to cause the serrations to take a hold in the wood, then, on a load being suspended from the eye d, or the eye f, the arms are pulled down forcing the serrations more deeply into the wood so as to take a firm hold.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said invention and in what manner the same is to be performed I am aware that a similar suspending catch somewhat similar to mine has been described in the specification of Joseph Everard No. 1834 of 1900 and I make no claim to anything described and claimed therein but, I declare that what I claim is:

1. A toggle suspending catch constructed and operating substantially as described, with reference to Figs 1 and 2.
2. A modified toggle suspending catch constructed and operating substantially as described with reference to Figs 3 and 4.
ABSTRACT

An artificial chockstone having at least one main body provided with opposed pairs of tapered walls forming a pair of perpendicular wedges arrangeable in cracks in rock, and the like. The main body is also provided with an arcuate cam surface arranged for presenting a constant intercepting angle with respect to a surface that it abuts. An orientation assembly is pivotally mounted on the main body, and is arranged for selectively orienting the main body, that functions as a levering cam body, between a pair of spaced surfaces such as the walls of a crack in rock, and the like.
ANCHOR DEVICE FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to anchor devices, and particularly to mountain climbing fall protecting devices.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Numerous schisms occur in the rocks and other matter forming mountains. These schisms take the form of fissures, clefts, gullies, and the like, while chunks of rock, and the like, wedged in these schisms are usually referred to as chockstones. Mountain climbers frequently use devices which may be called artificial chockstones to facilitate their ascent and descent and to protect themselves against a fall.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide an artificial chockstone which functions as a strong anchor for arresting the fall of a rock climber, and allows a climber to ascend a crack, and the like, while depending on the artificial chockstone for support.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an artificial chockstone which is easily handled and removed and causes no damage to a rock surface.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide an artificial chockstone which is durable, simple, and lends itself to being produced by mass production methods.

It is still another object of the present invention to provide an artificial chockstone which is able to function in rock cracks having parallel or flaring walls, and in cracks having constricting surfaces, without compromising performance or weight of the device.

It is a still further object of the present invention to provide an artificial chockstone which covers a wider size range of cracks, and the like, than known devices of this kind, permitting a reduction of the number of chockstones and other protective devices needed on a particular climb.

These and other objects are achieved according to the present invention by providing an artificial chockstone having a main body including opposed pairs of tapered walls forming a pair of perpendicular wedges, and an arcuate cam surface arranged for presenting a constant intercepting angle with respect to a surface abutting the cam surface. The wedges and cam surface are alternately usable for wedging the main body between the surfaces of walls forming a crack, and the like.

A preferred embodiment of a chockstone according to the present invention has an orientation assembly pivotally mounted on the main body and arranged for orienting the main body between a pair of spaced surfaces. In particular, this orientation assembly is used to position the main body when same is being used as a levering cam body and its cam surface is being abutted against a surface of a crack, and the like, in which the main body is being wedged. A load bearing cable or eye assembly is advantageously connected to the orientation assembly for facilitating manipulation of same.

A modified embodiment of a chockstone according to the present invention has a pair of main bodies pivotally connected to another and to an orientation assembly. Each of these main bodies is provided with a cam surface similar to that cam surface of the single main body of the first mentioned preferred embodiment. These together with other objects and advantages which will become subsequently apparent reside in the details of construction and operation as more fully hereinafter described and claimed, reference being had to the accompanying drawings forming a part hereof, wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing an artificial chockstone according to the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken generally along the line 2—2 of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken generally along the line 3—3 of FIG. 2.

FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken generally along the line 4—4 of FIG. 2.

FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 are fragmentary, schematic, vertical sectional views showing various possible arrangements of an artificial chockstone according to the present invention in a crack in rock, and the like.

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary, vertical sectional view showing a second embodiment of an artificial chockstone according to the present invention arranged in a crack in rock, and the like.

FIG. 9 is a fragmentary, horizontal sectional view showing the artificial chockstone of FIG. 8 in top plan view.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring now more specifically to FIGS. 1 to 4 of the drawings, an artificial chockstone 10 according to the present invention has a main body 12 provided with opposed pairs of tapered walls forming a pair of perpendicular wedges. An orientation assembly 14 is pivotally mounted on main body 12 adjacent an apex of the wedges, and is arranged for orienting main body 12 between a pair of spaced surfaces in a manner to be described in detail below. Chockstone 10 further has a load bearing cable or eye assembly 16 connected to orientation assembly 14 for facilitating manipulation of assembly 14 and providing for climbing ropes, and the like, to be connected to chockstone 10.

Main body 12, the first of the three interconnected assemblies forming chockstone 10, has its pair of perpendicular wedges formed by a pair of converging side walls 18 and a perpendicular pair of side walls 20 and 22. These side walls 18, 20 and 22 converge toward one another in a common direction for forming the aforementioned pair of perpendicular wedges. Main body 12 is further provided with an arcuate cam surface 24 arranged for presenting a constant intercepting angle with respect to a surface abutting by cam surface 24. This angle may be, for example, 60°. A plurality of parallel ribs or teeth 26 are provided on cam surface 24 for assuring a secure gripping relationship between cam surface 24 and a surface against which it is abutted. These ribs or teeth 26 are arranged extending across cam surface 24 between side walls 18.

Orientation assembly 14 includes a bar 28 having an enlarged portion 30 disposed at one longitudinal end thereof. This enlarged portion 30 is provided with an opening through which a pin 32 is arranged for pivotally mounting bar 28 to main body 12. The latter has
a pair of codirectionally extending ears 34 formed by a portion of a recess 36, and it is these ears 34 which are provided with opposed holes arranged for receiving pin 32 that mount pin 32 and bar 28 on main body 12. A conventional helical coiled spring 38, and the like, is advantageously arranged in a groove 40 and arranged with its ends connected to main body 12 and bar 28 for facilitating placement and holding of main body 12 and assembly 14 in the cammed position.

With the orientation assembly 14, the second assembly forming chockstone 10, having been described in detail just above, the load carrying suspension cable or eye assembly 16, which forms the third assembly of chockstone 10, will now be treated in a like manner. A cable 42 has a loop or eye 44 formed in one end thereof as by a conventional swage 46. The other end of cable 48 is swaged into a suitable bore or other hole 48 formed in the longitudinal end of bar 28 spaced from that at which enlarged portion 30 is disposed. The insertion of cable 42 into hole 48 may be done in any suitable, known manner, and, therefore, the manner of insertion will not be described in detail herein.

Referring now to FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 of the drawings, it will be appreciated from these figures and from the above description that the primary function of main body 12 is to serve as an anchor to resist loading forces applied to it through assemblies 14 and 16. This primary function of anchorage is achieved by two different manners of placement. Specifically, main body 12 may be either jammed or cammed into position. The manner of placement used is determined by the kind and size of schism available for placement.

FIG. 5 of the drawings illustrates the use of chockstone 10 when jammed into a crack 50, and the like, that has no constrictions permitting a wedging placement. The cam surface 24 of the lever cam chockstone body, that is body 12, may be bridged against a wall 52 of a suitable size parallel crack 50. Now, if a loading force is applied to the axle or pin 32 end of body 12, the latter tends to slide down inside crack 50 and against wall 54 thereof which opposes wall 52. A conventional snap-link 56 is used to connect eye 44 of cable 42 to a conventional climbing rope 58, and the like. As can be readily appreciated from FIG. 5 of the drawings, as a force is applied to assemblies 14 and 16, body member 12 will be pivoted about a point on cam surface 24 that is abutting wall 52 and wedging body member 12 between walls 52 and 54. More specifically, body member 12 is wedged between the surfaces defined by walls 52 and 54. The arc struck by the loaded pin 32 end encounters the resistance of the rock crack surface. This causes body member 12 of chockstone 10 to bind against the parallel crack surfaces as stated above, and this proportional binching pressure increases the frictional resistance of the contacting surfaces of chockstone 10. This increased friction withstands any holding force up to the structural strength of the rock crack or the cam chockstone. This converging of downward loading force into outward frictional force is dependent on the width of crack 50, which of course must be narrower than the radius of the arc of cam surface 24 and the surface of bar 28 engaging wall 54. The radius corresponds to the length of chockstone 10 measured from any point on cam surface 24. This proportional friction increase is, in addition, most effective if the main chockstone body 12 is placed in a crack 50 which allows chockstone 10 to lever open to an angle of more than 45°, but less than 9° to the loading force. This is achieved by forming the cam surface to intercept the crack walls at a constant angle such as, for example, 60°, as stated above.

FIGS. 6 and 7 show arrangements of chockstone 10 if a crack is sufficiently narrow and constricting to permit chockstone 10 to be jammed vertically thereinto and wedged in the constricting area of the crack. In FIG. 6, the wider wedge of body 12, specifically the wedge formed by walls 20 and 22, is shown wedged between walls 60 and 62 of a crack, and the like. FIG. 7 shows walls 18 oriented for contacting the same walls 60 and 62 of a crack so that the narrower wedge of main body 12 is used to jam the latter into the crack. When so arranged, chockstone 10 can withstand a considerable loading force through assemblies 14 and 16 because of the physical restriction of the associated crack which jams chockstone 10 in place. If the crack is somewhat larger, than the wedge formed by side walls 18, but is still constricting, body 12 may be jammed between constricting surfaces 60 and 62 by using the wider wedge formed by walls 20 and 22, as is shown in FIG. 6. This provision of the two pairs of wedges of different widths permits chockstone 10 to be used with a wide range of constricting crack widths.

The pivotal mounting or orientation assembly bar 28 to main body 12 allows orientation assembly 14 to swivel and thereby allow chockstone 10 to be placed in the cammed position. Once in the cammed position, orientation assembly 14 serves to swivel the main body 12 under a load until the resistance plane of body 12 is always perpendicular to the loading force. Therefore, if outward pull occurs during a fall, chockstone 10 will swivel until it is 90° to this loading force and thereby resist same. Spring 38 helps body 12 to be placed and held in the cammed position shown in FIG. 5 of the drawings. Assembly 16 connects the loading force through orientation assembly 14 to main body 12, and applies the directional force necessary to direct the orientation assembly 14 to swivel body 12 into a perpendicular plane to the lower or directional force applied to chockstone 10.

FIGS. 8 and 9 of the drawings show a chockstone 64 similar in principle to chockstone 10, but being provided with a pair of main bodies 66 and 68 pivotally connected to one another and to an orientation assembly 70. The latter is formed by a bar 72 pivotally mounted to bodies 66 and 68 as by a pin 74 arranged in a manner similar to pin 32. A spring 76, which may be similar to spring 38, is connected to bodies 66 and 68 by projecting pins 78. Otherwise, chockstone 64 is constructed in a manner similar to chockstone 10. Further, chockstone 64 functions in a manner similar to chockstone 10, but to that of chockstone 10. As can best be seen from FIG. 8 of the drawings, when chockstone 64 is arranged in a crack 80 formed by surface defining walls 82 and 84, cam surfaces 86 of bodies 66 and 68, these surfaces 86 being similar to surface 24, engage walls 82 and 84 and form a double-pivot toggle-like system which will wedge into place between walls 82 and 84. In essence, chockstone 64 is provided with a pair of lever arms in the form of bodies 66 and 68 which provide a toggle effect. A suspension cable or eye assembly 88, similar to assembly 16, is connected to bar 72 for receiving a, for example, snap-link and permitting a force to be applied to orientation assembly 70 and bodies 66 and 68.
The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and operation shown and described, and accordingly all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention.

What is claimed as new is as follows:

1. An artificial chockstone, comprising, in combination:
   a. a main body provided with an arcuate cam surface formed for intercepting at a constant angle a substantially vertical surface abutted by the cam surface; and
   b. means pivotally connected to the main body for orientating the same between a pair of spaced surfaces for camming the main body between the spaced surfaces.

2. A structure as defined in claim 1, wherein the body member is further provided with opposed pairs of tapered walls forming a pair of perpendicular wedges, and the means for orienting includes an orientation assembly pivotally mounted on the main body adjacent an apex of the wedges.

3. An artificial chockstone, comprising, in combination:
   a. a main body having an opposed pair of tapered walls converging toward one another in a common direction to form an apex, the walls forming a wedge, and a cam surface extending between the tapered walls; and
   b. an orientation assembly pivotally mounted on the main body adjacent the apex of the tapered walls, the wedge being selectively arrangeable wedged between constricting surfaces, and the main body and orientation assembly cooperating for orientating the main body between a pair of spaced surfaces by action of the orientation assembly camming the main body between the spaced surfaces.

4. A structure as defined in claim 3, wherein the cam surface is an arcuate cam surface arranged for presenting a constant intercepting angle with respect to a surface abutted by the cam surface.

5. A structure as defined in claim 4, wherein there is a pair of main bodies pivotally connected to one another, each main body having an arcuate cam surface arranged for presenting a constant intercepting angle with respect to surfaces abutted by the cam surfaces.

6. A structure as defined in claim 4, wherein the orientation assembly includes a bar having an enlarged portion disposed at one longitudinal end thereof and provided with an opening, a pin arranged through an opening for pivotally mounting the bar to the main body, a pair of coddirectionally extending ears provided on the main body for forming a portion of a recess in the main body, the ears provided with opposed holes arranged for receiving the pin, and a spring arranged in a groove provided in the main body, and forming another portion of the recess in the main body, and having ends connected to the main body and the bar for facilitating placement of holding of the main body and the orientation assembly in a cammed position.

7. A structure as defined in claim 6, wherein the chockstone further comprises a load bearing eye assembly connected to the bar of the orientation assembly and arranged for permitting application of a load to the orientation assembly.

8. A structure as defined in claim 7, wherein the main body has two opposed pairs of tapered walls forming a pair of perpendicular wedges.
A climbing aid having a support bar, a spindle mounted on the support bar, two pairs of cam members pivotally mounted on the spindle adapted for opposite pivotal movement from a "closed" position to an "open" position, and spring members mounted on the spindle between each pair of cam members which act to apply force to each cam member to urge it into its open position. An operating bar is slidably mounted on the support bar and is connected to each cam member, there being at the opposite end of the support bar to the spindle an attachment point for a climbing rope. A downward force on the operating bar puts the cams into the "closed" position so that the climbing aid can be inserted into a crack formed in rock or the like. The bar is then released and the spring members force the cams into their "open" position to lock the climbing aid within the crack. The support bar may also include means to hold the operating bar in a position where the cam members are in the "closed" position.
CLIMBING AIDS

This invention relates to climbing aids and is particularly though not necessarily exclusively concerned to climbing aids for rock climbing and the like.

When two or more climbers move over difficult or dangerous ground, it is highly advisable and common practice to utilise a rope to secure the climbers together and to anchor the rope in such a manner to the face being climbed. It is obviously prudent to obtain a firm anchor and not the rope to be suitably secured. Such anchors can be in rock spikes, flakes, chockstones jammed in cracks, natural rock holes and the like. With such anchors a separate loop of rope or webbing is attached to the natural anchor and to which the climbing rope is suitably secured. As an alternative to natural anchors, artificial anchors can be used. Thus, artificial chockstones or nuts are known of a variety of shapes and sizes and which are inserted into cracks or holes in the face being climbed where they can be made to jam. Pitons are also known, these being steel spike-like members of various shapes and sizes which can be hammered into cracks in the face. Yet again it is known to provide bolts, a modified form of piton and which are designed to be hammered into drilled holes in solid rock.

So far as natural anchors are concerned, these have no inherent disadvantage so long as the rock of the face being climbed is firm and not smooth, however at the start of a climb it is often apparent that there are an insufficient number of natural anchors existing over the whole face. Artificial chockstones provide an efficient anchor especially when placed in an uneven (ragged) crack, but placing the artificial chockstone in place tends to be somewhat difficult and/or time consuming, and even good placements can be dislodged by movement of the climbing rope. When all that is available, where an anchor is needed, is a smooth-sides, parallel-sided crack, placement of the chockstones is difficult both to make and to ensure it is secure. Both pitons and bolts again provide extremely efficient anchors, but with pitons being made from steel they tend to be heavy and can be difficult to place. Also removal of pitons can be extremely difficult and as they tend to scar the rock surface, many climbers are unwilling to use them. Similarly bolts take an appreciable length of time to place and as they form a permanent disfigurement of the rock face, there is again an unwillingness among the climbers to employ them except as a last resort.

According to the present invention, a climbing aid comprises a support bar, a spindle mounted on the support bar, at least two cam members pivotally mounted on the spindle and adapted for opposite pivotal movement from a "closed" position to an "open" position, means to apply a force to each cam member to urge it to its "open" position, an operating bar slidably mounted on the support bar and connected to each cam member, and there being at the opposite end of the support bar to the spindle an attachment point for a climbing rope. If required further means may be provided on the support bar to hold the operating bar in position where the cam members are in the "closed" position.

Thus, two cam members may be provided at opposite ends of the spindle lying on opposite sides of the support bar, with spring means provided on the spindle to provide a loading on each cam member to urge it to the "open" position. It is however preferable to mount the cam members in close proximity and to provide two pairs of cam members one pair to each side of the support bar, mutually spring loaded towards the "open" position by a torsion spring mounted on the spindle between the cam members of each pair, the arms of which are extended into engagement with the mutually inwardly facing edges of the cam members.

The operating bar may simply be a rod extending through a slot in the support bar, the slot extending longitudinally thereof, and if required there may be at the end of the slot remote from the cam members, a slot portion lying at an acute angle to the main direction of the slot and in which the rod can lie to hold the cam members in the "closed" position. The rod may be attached to each cam member by flexible connecting means, for example wire.

Preferably the cam surface is so shaped that when placed in a crack, the point of contact between a cam and a wall of a crack lies to the side of the spindle towards the open end of the crack, and a line through the point of contact and the axis of the spindle is constant for all degrees of "opening" of the cams, and at an angle of not less than 75° to the longitudinal axis of the support bar.

Thus, with the operating bar drawn along the slot in the support bar the cam members are drawn against the action of the spring means such that they lie in a "closed" position. With the cams inserted into an appropriate crack in a face being climbed, the operating bar is then released and when the spring means urge the cam member outwardly toward their "open" position such that the cam surfaces on the cam members contact the side of the crack. Once the cam surfaces are in contact with the sides of a crack whether it be a smooth parallel sided crack or otherwise the spring force on the cam members plus any longitudinal pull on the support bar urging it outwardly from the crack serves to increase the frictional force between the cam members and the walls of the crack. Therefore, in use, any loading on the support bar from a climbing rope preferably slidable secured to the attachment point at the end of the support bar cannot pull the climbing aid out of the slot, it merely jams the climbing aid in the crack to a greater or lesser degree dependent upon the force applied to the support bar.

Irrespective of the force to which the climbing aid has been jammed in a crack, removal of the climbing aid is an extremely simple exercise. By applying a force to the support bar inwardly of the crack, the frictional force between the spring loaded cam members and the walls of the crack is released, and when the operating bar can be pulled along the slot in the support bar to pivot the cam members about the spindle against the spring loading to the "closed" position to release them completely from the walls of the crack.

One embodiment of the invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a front elevation of a climbing aid according to the invention;
FIG. 2 is a side elevation of the climbing aid of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a plan view of the climbing aid of FIG. 1; and
FIG. 4 corresponds to FIG. 1 but shows the climbing aid without the auxiliary slot portion lying at an acute angle to the main direction of the slot and with the climbing aid actually inserted in a crack.
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In the drawings, a climbing aid is formed by a support bar 1 having an attachment point 2 for a climbing rope, and a longitudinal slot 3. At the opposite end of the bar 1 from the attachment point 2 a spindle 4 is located in a transverse hole in the support bar, there being pivotally mounted on the spindle 4 two pairs of cam members 5, one pair lying to each side of the support bar, with the cams secured to the spindle by spring clips 6. The inner cam of each pair is spaced from the support bar by spacers 7 of low friction material.

Between the cams of each pair, a coil spring 8 is provided surrounding the spindle 4 and with the free ends of the coil spring engaging round abutments 9 provided on the cam side walls, the spring urge being such as to urge the cams towards their open position shown in FIGS. 1 to 3. The abutments 9 also serve as stop means to restrict the "opening" movement of the cams.

Secured to the inside face of the cam 5 of each pair is an operating wire 10 which extends to and is secured to an operating bar 11 passing through the slot 3 in the support bar. Preferably, as shown, each operating wire is a flexible loop 10A passing through spaced holes in the operating bar, joined to each cam 5 by a more rigid wire section 10B.

In use, the operating bar 11 is drawn along the slot 3 to pivot the cams 5 of each pair on the spindle 4 against the action of the respective coil spring 8 and put the cams in a "closed" condition when the climbing aid can be introduced into a crack. On the release of the operating bar, the coil springs 8 urge the cams towards their "open" position and henceurge the cam surfaces 12 into contact with the walls of the crack as is shown in FIG. 4. With a climbing rope suitably secured to the attachment point 2, any loading of the climbing aid in a direction tending to pull the climbing aid out of the crack merely serves to increase the jamming force between the cams 5 and the walls of the crack. To release the climbing aid, a small loading on the support bar inwardly of the crack is sufficient to release the frictional contact between the cams 5 and the walls of the crack, and when the operating bar 11 can be pulled rearwardly of the slot 3 to pivot the cams to their "closed" position and allows the climbing aid to be withdrawn.

The cam surfaces of the cams 5 are so shaped that no matter what the width of crack, within of coarse, the maximum and minimum crack widths for which the climbing aid is designed, the contact point on the cam surfaces with the walls of the crack has a constant angular relationship with respect to the longitudinal axis of the support bar. Thus, the line of action through the contact point and the axis of the spindle should always be less than 76º to the longitudinal axis of the support bar. This ensures that the cams can never slip out of the crack so long as the crack width is within the limits for which the climbing aid is designed. The particular angle of 76º was found on all normal rock structures that a climbing rope will naturally expect to encounter.

The left surface provides an extremely simple design which does not rely on any extremely rough sides of that face.
A pair of opposed laterally extendable chocks of a climbing aid frictionally engage facing surfaces of a crevice to preclude withdrawal from the crevice of a supported load bearing member. A release located on the load bearing member on actuation retracts the chocks to accommodate withdrawal of the climbing aid from within the crevice.
An anchoring device for rock climbing, mountain climbing and the like employing convex cams pivotally mounted on a spindle that extends between like ends of two longitudinal frame members, the cams being spring-loaded and attached by wires to a slideable operating bar, with a connection between the longitudinal frame members at the end opposite the cams, said connection completing the frame and serving as an attachment point for a rope. The operating bar is notched at the center and mounted in slots in the longitudinal frame members. The contact surfaces of the cams have an arcuate cross section.
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ABSTRACT

An adjustable chock having a bifurcated handle (20) with a shaft (30) tensionally positioned between the forks in closed loop fashion. Three opposed cams (34) with teeth on the periphery are positioned on the shaft (30) and spring loaded to rotate to their widest point of separation. A pull rod (40) is slideably located within a slot (28) in each fork of the handle (20) with a connecting link (42) pivotally attached on one end to the link and on the other to the cam (34). When the pull rod (40) is manually retracted, the cams (34) are rotated to their minimum width for insertion into a rock fissure and when released spring loadingly return to the open position for gripping the internal surface in a chock like manner.

7 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures
SPRING ACTIVATED CAM ANCHOR

Inventor: David A. Cason, Box 297 R.R. 4, Kingston, N.Y. 12401

Filed: Nov. 13, 1984

Abstract

A spring activated cam anchor has a frame with a forward end and a rearward end and a pair of spaced apart legs that extend from the forward end and each of the legs has a substantially planar upper and lower surface. A shaft is disposed between the legs and a first and second cam are rotatably mounted to the shaft and adapted for rotating in a common direction between an insert position and a withdrawal position. Each of the cams has an engagement portion extending outwardly beyond the upper surface when in the insert position and disposed between the surfaces when in the withdrawal position. A lever actuated assembly is connected to each of the cams for rotating the cams between the insert position and the withdrawal position. The cams further include a lost motion system permitting the cams to independently rotate between the insert position and the withdrawal position when the checkstone is inserted into a fissure in a rock face.

20 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures
A camming, or wedging, device is disclosed that is particularly useful in climbing a severely sloping surface, such as, for example, the side of a rock or mountain formation having natural or man-made crevices or depressions. The device includes a support arm having a number of interrelated cam members pivotally mounted at one end and a centrally mounted cam member. The cam members are connected with the cam members to control the cam members of the cam members from an extended (open) withdrawn (closed) position. Each cam is actuated by an actuator having a series of serrated arcuate cam surfaces that is positioned to the support arm when the cam member is the withdrawn position by the cam actuator biased so that the cam surfaces are urged against the support arm. Being acted upon by the actuator, the cam surfaces of the cam members extends instances from the support arm when in the extended position as shown in the patent. The device also includes a strap engaging the central portion of the support arm, an engaging member on the end portion opposite another member for enabling concurrent or independent operation of the strap and a rope during climbing.

19 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures